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1 Introduction

Deep neural networks are state-of-the-art methods in image classification [1,

2, 3, 4, 5], single-object localization [1, 2, 3], object detection [2, 4, 6], seman-

tic segmentation [7, 8], combined object detection and instance segmentation

[6], and segmentation of 2D/3D biological and medical microscopy images

[9, 10, 11]. Common convolutional neural networks consist of fully-connected

layers, convolutional layers with fewer, shared weights operating locally, and

pooling layers for downsampling [12]. Challenges in image segmentation are,

for instance, inherent variation present within and among different data sets,

class imbalance [13], a lack of task-specific training data [14], imperfect seg-

mentation labels [15], and clustered and overlapping objects.

Image segmentation challenges have shown that, besides an adapted network

architecture, further improvements such as task-specific data augmentation, cu-

stomized loss functions, and specialized post-processing is needed, e.g., [16].

For the design of a deep learning-based segmentation, the developer has to

choose the network architecture and the training process settings [17], inclu-

ding regularization [18], activation and loss functions, gradient descend optimi-

zation algorithms [19, 20, 21], batch normalization [22], and the corresponding

hyperparameters. In contrast to shallow networks, deeper networks are able to
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use far fewer parameters per layer to fit the training set and often generalize to

the test set, but are also harder to optimize [17]. Task-specific ideal network

architectures must be found experimentally, guided by the validation set error

[17].

Despite the great success of deep learning in image segmentation tasks, there

are only a few software tools for non-specialists, e.g., CellProfiler 3.0 [23].

This is due to the many possible combinations of network architectures, de-

mands on the segmentation (binary, semantic, instance), fields of applications

(e.g., biology, medicine), data formats (e.g., gray scale, RGB, 2D, 3D), and

training process settings.

In this contribution we show how to start segmenting 2D microscopy images

using a selected deep learning framework and architecture. We give recom-

mendations to support developers in the selection of the architecture and trai-

ning process settings, and show how the segmentation can be improved on the

basis of the already finished Kaggle 2018 Data Science Bowl segmentation

challenge [16]. This contribution is limited to 2D data, but the outcome of 2D

data is useful for 3D or 3D+t data as well.

2 Network Architectures for 2D Image Segmentation

Neural networks for image segmentation are often inspired by image classi-

fication and object detection networks. Figure 1 shows the tasks of image

classification (a), object localization (a), object detection (b), and of the image

segmentation subclasses semantic (c) and instance (d) segmentation. In image

classification, an image is assigned to one single class. The image should ide-

ally contain only one object. Localization predicts a bounding box of the ob-

ject. If there are multiple objects, the task is called object detection. Semantic

segmentation partitions an image pixel-wise. Touching objects of the same

class cannot be distinguished. In contrast, in instance segmentation different

instances of the same class have separate labels and touching objects should be

distinguished. Usually, two-stage networks with object proposals are used for

instance segmentation. Common to all tasks is the requirement to find class-

specific features.
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(a) Classification w.
Localization

(b) Object Detection (c) Semantic
Segmentation

(d) Instance
Segmentation

Figure 1: Tasks of classification with localization (a), object detection (b), and semantic (c) and
instance (d) segmentation. Modified from [24].
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Figure 2: SegNet is a fully convolutional network for semantic segmentation [8]. The pooling
indices (right) are used for the upsampling. Modified from [8].

In the following, three popular state-of-the-art architectures for image segmen-

tation are shortly described:

SegNet is an encoder-decoder architecture commonly used for semantic seg-

mentation [8]. Figure 2 shows that the encoder is topologically equivalent to

the convolutional layers in the VGG16 network for image classification [1].

A novelty was the decoder which upsamples the low resolution input feature

maps to full input resolution feature maps using pooling indices computed in

the pooling step of the corresponding encoder [8]. Thus, there is no need for le-

arning to upsample. SegNet uses the pre-trained weights of the VGG16 part.

U-Net is an encoder-decoder network that was initially developed for biologi-

cal and medical image data [9]. In contrast to SegNet, corresponding encoder

and decoder feature maps are concatenated. This allows successive convoluti-

onal layers to assemble a more precise output than without [9]. Figure 3 shows

a slightly modified U-Net with batch normalization to fix the means and the

variances of the layer inputs [22], and learnable transposed convolutions for

the upsampling. If zero padding is used in the convolutional layers, there is
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Figure 3: U-Net architecture for image segmentation. The shown network is named 3-block
U-Net, as three pooling layers are used in total. Modified from [25].

no need for cropping the feature maps before concatenating as in the original

architecture.

Mask R-CNN combines object detection and segmentation enabling instance

segmentation [6]. It is a two-stage architecture. In contrast to ResNet und U-

Net, the architecture is more complex due to its different branches: a branch

for predicting segmentation masks on each region of interest in parallel with

a branch for classification and bounding box regression. Recently, Mask R-

CNN has also been used for the instance segmentation of nuclei in biological

microscopy images [26].

3 Getting Started with Microscopy

Image Segmentation

This section covers basic information for the segmentation of roundish objects

in microscopy images using Python and a deep learning framework. Deep

learning frameworks provide efficient implementations and GPU support for

highly parallelized computations. Popular frameworks are PyTorch and Ten-

sorFlow. The high-level API Keras is capable to run on top of TensorFlow and

is designed for easy and fast prototyping. This allows easy realization of con-

cepts and enables a fast implementation, e.g., for challenges [27]. Thus, we

recommend to start with a high-level API.
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Table 1: Freely available training data sets for microscopy image segmentation.

Data Set Description

Broad Bioimage Benchmark
Collection (BBBC)1

Biological image data sets with various labels
(counts, outlines, masks).

ISBI Cell Tracking Challenge2 2D and 3D data sets covering a wide range of
biological cell types and image quality.

Masaryk University Cell Image
Collection3

3D synthetic benchmark data sets generated using a
virtual microscope.

Benchmarks for Embryomics [28] Semi-synthetic benchmark generator.

1
❤!!♣#✿✴✴❞❛!❛✳❜*♦❛❞✐♥#!✐!✉!❡✳♦*❣✴❜❜❜❝✴✐♠❛❣❡❴#❡!#✳❤!♠❧

2
❤!!♣✿✴✴✇✇✇✳❝❡❧❧!*❛❝❦✐♥❣❝❤❛❧❧❡♥❣❡✳♥❡!✴❞❛!❛#❡!#✳❤!♠❧.

3
❤!!♣#✿✴✴❝❜✐❛✳❢✐✳♠✉♥✐✳❝③✴❞❛!❛#❡!#✴

Figure 4: BBBC038v1 data set [29]. The shown images are cropped to 256×256px.

3.1 Data Sets for Microscopy Image Segmentation

In general, larger training data sets tend to prevent the network from overfit-

ting, but labeling images is time-consuming. Common approaches to enlarge

the training set are the use of additional free data sets, e.g., those listed in Ta-

ble 1, and of data augmentation (data generation using artificially transformed

versions of the original data) [17]. Using 3D data slice by slice can also be

useful to train a network for 2D segmentation.
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In the following, the BBBC038v1 image set is used, which was part of the Kag-

gle 2018 Data Science Bowl segmentation challenge [29, 16]. The diversity of

cell types and density in combination with a low abundance of some cell types,

heavy varying image resolutions, and the rather small size of the data set, are

challenges of this data set. Figure 4 shows some exemplary images.

3.2 Network Architecture

We start with a U-Net as shown in Figure 3. It is easy to implement, trainable

from scratch, and expandable, e.g., using stacking and residual connections

[30] or specialized encoders [31]. In [32], a U-Net model trained on only two

images outperformed an advanced CellProfiler pipeline.

The strides for the convolutional, transposed convolutional and max pooling

layers are set to 1, 2 and 2 respectively. Additionally, zero padding is used in

these layers. The input image size of the network is fixed to 256×256px since

this is the smallest image size in the used data set. Another possibility is the use

of zero padding for non-supported image sizes (due to the pooling/upsampling)

and a non-fixed input image size. Using a 4-block U-Net allows the training

on an Nvidia Quadro P4000 GPU using F=64 feature maps in the first layer as

mentioned in [9].

3.3 Loss Functions

Choosing the loss function is important for an accurate segmentation, espe-

cially for unbalanced data sets adapted weights or loss functions are needed.

Using an inadequate loss function for those data sets can result in a high false

positive or high false negative rate, e.g., in background prediction for all pixels

if the training data contains almost only background. Table 2 gives an overview

of various loss functions for microscopy image segmentation.

3.4 Training Process Settings

A common approach is to divide the data set into a training, a validation, and

a test set [17]. The training set is used to learn the parameters. The validation
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Table 2: Loss functions for microscopy image segmentation.

Loss function Description

Binary/categorical cross entropy
(❇❝❡/❈❝❡)

Measure for dissimilarity between prediction and label.
Predictions may be a bit fuzzy.

Weighted ❇❝❡/❈❝❡ Using weights to deal with class imbalance.

❉✐❝❡/F1 loss [33] Harmonic mean of precision and recall. No fuzzy
predictions but problem of probabilities close to 0 or 1
even for wrong pixels [31].

Generalized ❉✐❝❡ loss [13] Generalized ❉✐❝❡ loss for unbalanced data using weights
based on the label area to reduce the correlation between
region size and Dice score.

❇❝❡❉✐❝❡/❈❝❡❉✐❝❡ loss Idea: overcome the limitations of pure ❇❝❡/❈❝❡ or ❉✐❝❡
loss [31]. Also a weighted sum can be used.

set is used to estimate the generalization error during the training and to guide

the selection of the hyperparameters. The test set held back during training

can then be used to estimate the generalization error after training. Since there

are no labels for the provided BBBC038v1 test set, the last 120 of the 670

training images are used as test set. Before a training process starts, 20% of the

remaining 550 training images are selected randomly as validation set. Small

unnatural holes in the label images of the training, the validation and the test

set are filled using a morphological closing.

We use the adaptive Adam optimizer [21] in the AMSGrad [34] variant (pa-

rameters: learning rate lr = 1×10−4, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.99, decay = 0) and a

batch size of 8. Without AMSGrad, a higher learning rate is needed. The use

of callbacks enables to stop the training process after a fixed number of epochs

without validation loss decrease and to save model checkpoints and intermedi-

ate results, e.g., loss and validation loss.

3.5 Data Pre-Processing

Images larger than the network input size of 256× 256px are cropped into

subimages. After the training an overlap between subimages enables the com-

bination of the predictions without boundary effects. Subimages with less than

two objects are excluded from the training process to avoid a bias towards false
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(a) Test image (b) Label image (c) Binary prediction

(d) Boundary method (e) Border method (f) Post-processed

Figure 5: First results using the 4-block U-Net. The predictions (c)-(e) of the test image show
merged objects. The misclassification of two pixels in the border (white) in (e) causes
the merging of the objects (gray). Shown are 64×64px crops. The label and the
post-processed image are color-coded.

negatives. Every single 8-bit color image A is converted to single precision and

normalized according to:

A′ =
A

127.5
−1 . (1)

3.6 First Results

Figure 5c shows first results using the 4-block U-Net and one output channel.

If the data analysis demands no instance segmentation, such an approach may

be fine. The sum of the ❇❝❡ and the ❉✐❝❡ loss was used (❇❝❡❉✐❝❡) and the

sigmoid activation function. In tests, no clear trend towards better predictions

than with pure ❇❝❡ or ❉✐❝❡ loss is visible. However, sometimes small impro-

vements on single objects are possible. To get the final binary segmentation a

simple thresholding post-processing can be applied. Selecting a fixed threshold

on an exemplary prediction is fine most of the time.
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If the data analysis demands instance segmentation, weight maps can be used

to force the network to learn small separation borders introduced between tou-

ching objects as in [9]. Problems occur if a predicted separation border is not

perfect.

Another idea is to generate boundaries from the training labels (cf. [32]), and

train a network with three one-hot-encoded output classes: background, in-

terior, boundaries. Challenges arise from missing and non-closed boundaries

between the touching objects as in Figure 5d. This results in merged objects

after post-processing. The reason is that a nearly closed border is quite a good

result for this class. As loss function, the sum of the ❈❝❡ loss for every class

and of the channel-wise ❉✐❝❡ losses for the object class and the boundary class

was used (❈❝❡❉✐❝❡). The activation function was the softmax function.

In [31], it is suggested to use the output classes: background, object, border

between touching objects. Thus, the network is enforced to learn the border,

where it is useful. Figure 5e shows an exemplary erroneous result using the

❈❝❡❉✐❝❡ loss and the softmax activation. Now there is a border in between the

two objects, but it is not closed. This again can result in merged objects after

post-processing. However, the idea of the border method seems to offer an

elegant way to train the network and to tweak its output to a desired direction.

The training borders can be generated from the provided label images.

For the instance segmentation in Figure 5h, a marker-controlled watershed

post-processing was used on the border method result (Figure 5e). The thres-

holded (th = 0.3), inverted background channel was used as input image and a

thresholded (th = 0.6) with the border channel B processed object channel O

as markers:

o′i j = oi j ∗ (1−bi j) . (2)

4 Improving the Segmentation of

Microscopy Images

In the previous section, it was shown how to start segmenting microscopy ima-

ges using standard architectures, methods and loss functions. If the demands

on the segmentation accuracy are not fulfilled yet, there is need for modificati-
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(a) Test image (b) Label image (c) Border method

(d) Two-network approach (e) Two-network approach
with TTA

(f) Prediction (e)
post-processed

Figure 6: Improving the results of the 4-block U-Net using a two-network approach. The
approach improves the borders (white) and the prediction. Shown are 64×64 px crops.
The images (b) and (f) are color-coded. TTA: test-time augmentation (see section 4.2).

ons of the architecture, the training process, and the post-processing. A good

source of information besides publications are forums of segmentation compe-

titions, e.g., [31] a post of the Kaggle Data Science Bowl 2018 winner.

4.1 Two-Network Approach

The border method in Figure 5e shows a reasonably good prediction but the

border is not closed. A simple but powerful trick can overcome this limita-

tion in many cases: train the network on morphologically dilated borders and

eroded objects. Figure 6d shows that this simple trick provides much better

seeds for the watershed post-processing. Now, borders are closed, thick and

wide enough. Additionally, even on regions where borders are not necessarily

needed, the network predicts borders. Advantages of this approach, in contrast

to a centroid prediction as marker, are less wrongly predicted seeds and split

objects since the markers are nearly as big as the real object.
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Since morphological erosion is used for the training of the network, the use

of the inverted background channel for the watershed post-processing would

result in too small predicted objects. Thus, a second network with a one chan-

nel output trained on the original labels is needed to obtain a post-processed

result with realistic object size. The thresholded (th = 0.3) output of this net-

work can then be used for the post-processing. Figure 6f shows the final result

combining the network used for the prediction in Figure 5c with that for the

predictions in Figure 6d and Figure 6e.

4.2 Ensembling

Following the idea in the last section of using more than one network to im-

prove the post-processing, the averaged output of multiple networks can be

used to improve the final prediction. This results in an increase of training and

prediction time. A simpler approach is the so-called test-time augmentation

(TTA). In TTA, one single network is trained, but multiple outputs are estima-

ted, e.g., by flipping the test image, making a prediction, and flip the prediction

back. The back-flipped prediction should be nearly the same as the original

prediction, but may provide additional information about borders or prediction

errors. The resulting object channel O and the boundary channel B are then

the pixelwise mean or maximum respectively of the corresponding ensemble

channels.

For the prediction in Figure 6e flipping (up-down, left-right) and a 90◦-rotation

were used. The TTA prediction shows more clear borders. In cases, where

the border is not closed, TTA offers a simple but powerful tool for corrections

and better markers (cf. Figure 7). In some special cases, it may worsen the

prediction, e.g., if two shifted borders are predicted instead of one big border,

resulting in two markers and wrongly split objects. However, this should not

occur with the two-network approach.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics

When the obvious segmentation errors are identified and minimized, it is be-

neficial to have some measure for the segmentation accuracy. This measure is
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(a) Test image (b) Label image (c) Without TTA (d) With TTA

Figure 7: Improving predictions using test-time augmentation (TTA). With TTA the border
(white) is complete and the objects (gray) can be separated.

called a metric. However, a look onto the raw predictions is still useful since

error sources such as too short boundaries cannot be identified in the metric

score. A metric is applied to a final, post-processed result. Thus, it cannot

represent the potential of a model.

Common metrics are recall, precision and F-Score. In the Kaggle segmentation

challenge [16], the mean average precision at different intersection over union

(IoU) thresholds is used. The thresholds t range from 0.5 to 0.95 with a step

size of 0.05. A true positive is counted when a single predicted object matches

a ground truth object with an IoU above the threshold. The mean average

precision PIoU is then calculated as [16]:

PIoU =
1

Nt
∑t

T P(t)

T P(t)+FP(t)+FN(t)
, (3)

with the true positives T P, the false positives FP, the false negatives FN, and

the number of thresholds Nt . The final score PIoU is the mean taken over the

individual average precisions of each test image.

In [15], a critical analysis about challenges as standard validation for biomedi-

cal image analysis methods is provided. It is shown that in challenges the rank

of an algorithm is generally not robust to the test data, the ranking scheme,

and the observers making the reference labels. For segmentation, rankings can

change a lot by using another metric. Additionally, different annotators may

produce different winners. Figure 8 shows some examples for label errors in

the test set.
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(a) Possibly merged (b) Possibly artifacts (c) Possibly split

Figure 8: Possible label errors (arrows) in the used test set. The shown label images are
color-coded which enables to distinguish touching objects.

4.4 Improving the Training Process

Data augmentation is a common method to increase the training set and to

improve the robustness of a model [35]. Obvious augmentations are rotation

and flipping of images since characteristic image properties are preserved. Ot-

her augmentations are, for instance, blurring, contrast changes, noise adding

and affine transformations. In [31], it is suggested to copy and paste nuclei

within an image to introduce more borders to the training process. Anyway,

augmentations can also result in unnatural images and it is not clear whether

the robustness will improve or not.

Tuning the hyperparameters of the training process can improve the segmenta-

tion accuracy as well. To tune the learning rate, schedulers can be used, which

set the learning rate after a specified number of epochs to a decreased value.

The reduction of the learning rate on a validation loss plateau may improve the

segmentation accuracy as well. Keras provides various callbacks to modify the

learning rate during training. Instead of Adam, e.g., stochastic gradient descent

[20] can be used. Additionally, some regularization can be added, e.g., spatial

dropout [36].

4.5 Architecture Adaption

If the segmentation accuracy is still not high enough, architecture changes may

be needed. A reason for choosing the U-Net architecture was the number of

existing modifications. Another promising approach is the exchange of the

encoder with a pre-trained specialized image classification network and using

end-to-end training as suggested in [31]. Anyway, for that also the hardware
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Table 3: Overview of the trained networks used in Figure 9. The ❇❝❡❉✐❝❡ loss and the sigmoid
activation were used to train the networks B, and the ❈❝❡❉✐❝❡ loss and the softmax
activation for the networks M. In a two-network approach, the networks B provide the
needed thresholded binary (B) images and the networks M the markers (M). The training
process is stopped after 10 epochs without validation loss improvement.

Network Blocks, F Classes lr Augment. Erosion/Dilation

B1 4, 64 1 1e-4 - -
B2 4, 64 1 1e-4 ×

a -
B3 4, 64 1 1e-4 ×

b -
B4 4, 64 1 2e-4∗ ×

b -
B5 5, 32 1 2e-4∗ ×

b -
M1 4, 64 3 (boundary) 1e-4 - -
M2 4, 64 3 (border) 1e-4 - -
M3 4, 64 3 (border) 1e-4 - ×

M4 4, 64 3 (border) 1e-4 ×
a

×

M5 4, 64 3 (border) 1e-4 ×
b

×

M6 4, 64 3 (border) 2e-4∗ ×
b

×

M7 5, 32 3 (border) 2e-4∗ ×
b

×

a flipping (left-right), flipping (up-down), 90◦-rotation, noise, scale, blur.
b flipping (left-right), flipping (up-down), 90◦-rotation.
∗ learning rate is quartered on a validation loss plateau (5 epochs without improvement).

has to be available. Finding the optimal cut-off layer in transfer learning may

also be useful [37].

4.6 Evaluation of the Segmentation Accuracy

Figure 9 shows the averaged test set precision score PIoU of the networks in

Table 3 which were initialized and trained only once. As expected, the two-

network approach M3B1 using the networks M3 and B1 outperforms the sim-

ple border method M2 and the boundary method M1. TTA improves the pre-

cision for every network. A comprehensive study of training augmentation

types with multiple initializations is planned for future work. To validate the

improvement of a higher learning rate that is reduced on a plateau, more initia-

lizations are needed too. The Kaggle Data Science Bowl winner [31] reached a

score of 0.631 on the official test set which includes new cell types. However,

since no labels are provided for that data, a comparison is not possible. Trai-

ning a similar model as used in [31] is also planned but demands a GPU with

more memory than the used Nvidia Quadro P4000.
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Figure 9: Mean average precision on the test set of the trained networks in Table 3. The
combination of two networks B and M means that the two-network approach was used.

The training time on a single cropped training image is between about 0.1 s (4-

block U-Net) and 0.05 s (5-block U-Net) on the used Nvidia GPU. The number

of needed epochs ranges from 40 to 100 for every network. The use of a 5-

block U-Net with reduced feature maps (M7B5) reduces the mean training and

prediction times without losing accuracy.

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show some exemplary segmentations of test images.

The network M6B4 with the highest mean averaged precision shows a better

generalization to the test set as the first result M2. However, errors still occur.

Further improvements may be possible with more training data similar to Fi-

gure 11a.

The use of a-priori information about the object sizes, may improve the post-

processing and segmentation accuracy. However, in this data set the false ne-

gative rate may increase due to artifacts like in Figure 8.

5 Towards Segmentation of 3D Microscopy Images

One approach for the segmentation of 3D or 3D+t microscopy data is to ap-

ply 2D segmentation slice by slice and to fuse the segments afterwards. Using
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(a) Test image (b) Label image

(c) First result: M2 (d) Improved result: M6B4

Figure 10: Exemplary segmentation of a test image. This image type is frequent in the training
set. Shown are 256×256px crops and the labeled images are color-coded which
enables to distinguish touching objects. In contrast to the first result (c), the improved
result (d) shows no merged objects.

3D convolutional layers such as in [10] or [33], segment fusion can be omit-

ted. Instead of border lines in 2D segmentation, border areas may provide a

powerful tool for instance segmentation. Furthermore, a combination of three

2D-U-Nets for the xy-, xz-, and yz-slices of the 3D volume can boost memory

efficiency [38]. Weight sharing of these 2D-U-Nets is possible and may reduce

the training time.

A comparison of the possible ways towards 3D segmentation with a classical

segmentation algorithm, e.g., [39], is planned. If for 3D or 3D+t data the use

of additional information, e.g., the structure tensor which can also be used for

segmentation [40], can improve the training process is an open question we

also want to investigate.
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(a) Test image (b) Label image

(c) First result: M2 (d) Improved result: M6B4

Figure 11: Exemplary segmentation of a test image. Objects similar to the big cells are not
present in the training data. Shown are 180×210px crops and the labeled images are
color-coded which enables to distinguish touching objects. The improved result (d)
shows a better generalization than (c).

6 Conclusion

In this contribution, we showed a possible workflow for starting and improving

the segmentation of roundish objects in microscopy images. The hereby gained

expertise should also help readers in 3D segmentation tasks and in segmenta-

tion of arbitrarily shaped objects. Summarized, our suggestions are:

1. Start with a one channel output U-Net to get a feeling how challenging

the data are and if there are difficulties with specific objects.

2. Be aware of class imbalance.

3. Use borders instead of boundaries for instance segmentation.

4. Try erosion and dilation to get better markers for the watershed post-

processing. Consider the two-network approach in this case.

5. Do not use training data augmentation naively. Some augmentations may

worsen the accuracy.

6. Try to boost performance with test-time augmentation.
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7. Use metrics but do not rely on them solely. Look at your data to find

bottlenecks and difficulties.

8. Look for additional training data sets. This may improve the generaliza-

tion of the network to the test set.

9. Adjust your training process hyperparameters.

10. Use a-priori information, e.g., about the object sizes, to improve the post-

processing.

11. Modify your architecture and try other encoders if the accuracy is not

high enough and if the required hardware is available.

A future goal is to improve the segmentation quality in such a way that in

sophisticated medical and biological analyses, e.g., of biological zebrafish data

using EmbryoMiner [41], no more manual corrections are needed.
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